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**Abstract**

Creativity is an indispensable part of human cognition and also an inherent part of how we make sense of the world. Metaphorical abstraction is fundamental in communicating creative ideas through nuanced relationships between abstract concepts such as feelings. While computer vision benchmarks and approaches predominantly focus on understanding and generating literal interpretations of images, metaphorical comprehension of images remains relatively unexplored. Towards this goal, we introduce MetaCLUE, a set of vision tasks on visual metaphor. We also collect high-quality and rich metaphor annotations (abstract objects, concepts, relationships along with their corresponding object boxes) as there do not exist any datasets that facilitate the evaluation of these tasks. We perform a comprehensive analysis of state-of-the-art models in vision and language based on our annotations, highlighting strengths and weaknesses of current approaches in visual metaphor classification, localization, understanding (retrieval, question answering, captioning) and generation (text-to-image synthesis) tasks. We hope this work provides a concrete step towards developing AI systems with human-like creative capabilities. Project page: [https://metaclue.github.io](https://metaclue.github.io)
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1. Introduction

“Metaphor is pervasive in everyday life ... Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature.” — Lakoff & Johnson [25]

Creativity is a process of generating a new perspective on a problem or a situation. Metaphorical thinking has been recognized as a key and powerful mechanism of creativity [24,29,50]. Humans engage metaphors in their creative thinking process as strategies to link or blend concepts, or to view a concept from a target domain in terms of another, apparently dissimilar concept from a source domain [25]. Metaphors also provide a sophisticated tool for nuanced human communication. Let us take a closer look at the structure of metaphors – and especially visual metaphors.

**Metaphors**\(^1\) are a cognitive construct in which a concept is compared to a seemingly unrelated concept via some shared attribute. Take as an example ‘This car is a cheetah’, where ‘This car’ is compared to ‘a cheetah’ in terms of speed. Metaphors have a simple syntactic structure of ‘A is B’ where A is referred to as the **primary concept** and B as the **secondary concept**. The implied analogy in a metaphor is of the form: ‘(primary concept) is as (relationship)\(^2\) as (secondary concept)’ and often involves an attribute transfer from the secondary to the primary concept. Some examples include ‘This phone is as fast as a rocket’, ‘Cigarettes are as harmful as bullets’ etc. The primary and secondary concepts are usually unrelated at a glance, resulting in an element of surprise and creativity in metaphorical expressions. Despite following such simple structure, metaphors are quite powerful in conveying creative ideas. Metaphors are pervasive in all forms of communication, such as speech, text, visual etc.

**Visual Metaphors** are images where the primary and secondary concepts are visually depicted in an image conveying the metaphorical message to the viewers. Visual metaphors are widely used in mass media communications like advertising and journalism [15,43,45]. In this work, we work with Ad images, as metaphors tend to be prevalent in ads. There are numerous ways a metaphor can be represented visually. Following the classification in [15], there are at least 4 different types of visual metaphors. Fig. 2 shows sample images that belong to these types along with our annotations of primary, secondary concepts and their relationship. In **contextual** metaphors, either the primary or secondary concept is not explicitly visible, but is inferred from the context (e.g., apple in the left-most image). In **hybrid** metaphors, the primary and secondary concepts are visually conflated. **Juxtaposition** forms one of the simplest visual metaphor types, where the two concepts are just presented next to each other. **Multimodal** metaphors represent one of the concepts with another modality, such as text or logo. In practice, visual metaphors use multiple of these strategies to convey a metaphor in an effective manner. In many cases, the implied metaphorical meaning is somewhat open-ended. Interpretation of visual metaphors depends on several external factors, such as familiarity with the brands and cultural context.

These visual variations and nuances make automatic cognition or generation of visual metaphors highly challenging. While the last decade has seen rapid progress in many areas of understanding and generation tasks, prior works in computer vision focus heavily on literal interpretation of images and overlook the importance of metaphorical reasoning in understanding the image message [1,48]. We believe that developing AI systems with metaphorical comprehension and generation capabilities can greatly assist humans in creative endeavors involving conveying concepts in new and exciting ways. Such systems provide an important step towards conferring human-like creativity to AI models.

To this end, we introduce multiple interesting tasks and construct metaphor annotations that enable comprehensive research on visual metaphors. As metaphors are more common in visual Ads, we start with the Pitt’s Ads dataset images [20] and then perform a rigorous multi-stage annotation process with expert annotators to filter metaphorical images, add metaphor annotations, and perform additional validation steps to clean the annotations\(^3\). While there is recent work making advances in understanding non-literal interpretations in natural language research [7,12], this work proposes the first step towards metaphor analysis in images.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we perform comprehensive evaluations with state-of-the-art techniques on four sets of tasks, which we call **MetaCLUE**: 1. **Classification**: This is binary classification task of estimating whether a given image contains a metaphor or not. In other words, *Are visual features indicative of whether there exists a metaphor in a given image or not?*. 2. **Localization**: Here, the task is to localize the image regions that invoke the primary and secondary concepts in the viewer. This is similar to a standard object detection task, but is more complicated in the case of visual metaphors as the primary/secondary concepts may not be explicitly present in an image. 3. **Understanding**: *Can our models understand the metaphorical message in a given image?* We pose this understanding problem as 3 tasks where we can quantitatively measure the performance: Retrieval, Captioning and Visual question answering. 4. **Generation**: *Can we generate an image that conveys the metaphor, given the metaphorical message as a text prompt?*

---

\(^1\)Grammarians distinguish a metaphor “A is B” from a simile “A is like B”. In our work we use “metaphor” to encompass both variants.

\(^2\)We use the word ‘relationship’ to denote the shared property of primary and secondary concepts, usually adjectives or adjectival phrases.

\(^3\)The Ads, while useful for the purposes of our paper, some images may perpetuate harmful stereotypes according to characteristics such as gender.
We comprehensively evaluate existing state-of-the-art techniques for each of these tasks on our collected metaphor annotations. We evaluate the models both in a zero-shot manner as well as with finetuning on our annotations. Even though finetuning resulted in some improvements, most models struggle to produce satisfactory results in many cases, demonstrating the difficulty of these tasks. Our experiments highlight several strengths and weaknesses of the existing techniques on comprehending and generating visual metaphors, providing a concrete first step towards further AI research on this fascinating topic.

2. Related Work

Creativity and Metaphorical Abstraction. Creativity often involves an innovative fusion of objects, attributes, or relationships from previous knowledge to generate new concepts [5, 52]. Metaphors can serve as an invaluable tool for expressing creative insights and also to stimulate new ones [14, 21]. The cognitive research community has made initial attempts in understanding different realizations of metaphors such as language metaphors and visual metaphors [15, 16, 32]. Studies of visual persuasion show that visual metaphors may be more effective than language metaphors in terms of producing a greater degree of cognitive creativity [34]. In addition to improving creativity, metaphors are also known to elicit pleasure since the initial ambiguity in (re-)conceptualizing a target entity in terms of a source stimulus generates interest and motivation, and the subsequent resolution is rewarding – explaining the importance of using creative metaphorical processes in art, advertising, and marketing [6, 30, 38].

Metaphors in Language Research. Computational Linguistic studies show that metaphors are ubiquitous in language, occurring once per three sentences on average [40, 44, 49]. Recently, an increasing number of research efforts have explored the limitations and challenges in detecting and decoding the meaning of language metaphors [7, 48]. While there exist several computational models [9, 12, 17, 33, 35, 45, 47, 56] for metaphor identification, interpretation and generation in language, there exists very little work on computational modeling of visual metaphors.

Metaphors in Computer Vision. Much of computer vision literature is focused on understanding and generating literal images. Automatic metaphorical interpretations of images is highly challenging and requires multi-faceted cognitive reasoning that involves visual reasoning coupled with the use of external knowledge. Recent work on affective captioning using the ArtEmis data set [1] includes some captions that evoke metaphors to explain emotions, but that dataset is focused on visual art and does not specifically consider metaphors. There is no explicit prior work for comprehensive evaluation and development of models that can automatically comprehend or generate visual metaphors. At the same time, there exist several studies that demonstrate the potential of visual metaphors. For instance, some studies [4, 37] suggest that advertisements containing metaphorical images will be more persuasive compared to ads with language metaphors, non-metaphorical
ads, or literal images. There have been some prior computational models [11, 22] for metaphor generation, but they are not thoroughly validated against any benchmark datasets or user studies. Some works [20, 54] propose datasets and techniques for general Ad image understanding with a focus on the challenging aspects of non-literal interpretations in Ad images. However they do not explicitly collect any metaphorical annotations, nor do they provide the corresponding analysis. In this work, we start with an existing Ad image dataset [20] and perform extensive human studies to filter metaphorical images and collect detailed annotations accounting various aspects of metaphoric interpretation. Prior works such as Multi-MET [57] and MET-Meme [53], propose metaphorical annotations but does not annotate the relationship between primary and secondary. In MetaCLUE, in addition to providing relationship annotations, we also collect detailed bounding box annotations that help localize the image regions invoking the primary, secondary concepts in the viewer. We further provide VQA style question and answers.

3. MetaCLUE

We introduce four different high-level tasks in MetaCLUE that enable comprehensive evaluation and development of visual metaphor research: Classification, Localization, Understanding and gEneration. In the rest of this section, we first describe our annotation collection process for the tasks and next provide the analysis of using existing state-of-the-art techniques for each of these tasks.

3.1. Metaphor Classification

Following the fundamental vision task of image classification, we first ask: Can we develop models that can classify whether or not a given image contains a visual metaphor? In other words, is it possible to just use visual cues to estimate whether or not there exists a metaphorical interpretation of an image?

Annotations. For this task, we need to label whether or not each image contains a metaphor. Since we tend to see more metaphorical images in Ads, we start with images from an existing Ads dataset published by the University of Pittsburgh [20] and manually annotate whether a given Ad image contains a metaphor or not. Pitt’s Ads dataset contains images of both product ads (e.g. phone ads) as well as public service announcements (e.g. forest conservation ads). Concretely, to make annotations more efficient, we use a subset of 8.5K Ad images from this dataset that are annotated to have ‘symbolic’ (fun, adventurous, etc.) references. We find this subset to contain a considerable portion of metaphors. Specifically, we collect 5 Yes/No annotations for each of these 8K images from different annotators. To obtain high-quality annotations, we explained what a visual metaphor is to the annotators and also conducted qualifying exams to pick final annotators for this task. We consider the images with 3 or more ‘Yes’ annotations as visual metaphors and the remaining as non-metaphorical. At the end, we identify 5061 images containing visual metaphors out of 8480 images. Pitt’s Ads dataset [20] also comes with topic annotations (e.g., restaurant, car, animal rights etc.). Fig. 3 shows the word cloud plot of different topics in these 5061 metaphorical images. We split the metaphorical images into 3730 train and 1331 test images by maintaining the same distribution of topics in both the splits. We have two types of negative sets (non-metaphorical images) for classification experiments. One is formed by the remaining 3419 non-metaphorical images in the symbolic set, and another one is created separately by annotating an additional 3000 literal (and non-symbolic) images from Pitt’s Ads dataset [20]. We add 2000 of 3419 symbolic negative images to our train split, and add the remaining 1419 images to our test split. Similarly 2000 of 3000 literal negatives are used in training, and the remaining 1000 are used for testing.

Evaluation and Results. Using our collected metaphor images, we evaluate the performance of the following state-of-the-art models in classifying an input image as metaphor: EfficientNet [46] and Vision Transformer (ViT) [13]. We fine-tune these models to classify metaphor vs. symbolic-non-metaphors and metaphor vs. literal, and use 20% of corresponding train splits for validation. Test results are reported in Table 1. Although the performance of ViT is significantly better than EfficientNet and random baselines, there is still ample room for improvement. In particular, models find it easier to distinguish metaphor images from literal images, and struggle to identify metaphors within the symbolic image pool.

3.2. Metaphor Understanding

We now describe how we collect annotations that help in capturing the metaphorical message from the images collected in previous section.
Annotations. We provide detailed instructions and several examples to the annotators to help them annotate primary and secondary concepts in the metaphor and also the characteristic/relationship that is transferred from secondary to the primary. We conduct multiple pilot studies to reduce the noise and to improve inter-annotator agreement. Enforcing the annotators to make sure that their annotations are linguistically readable in the following syntactic structure helped us in improving quality and consistency of the annotations: “__ is as __ as __”, where the first blank is the primary concept, the second blank is the relationship, and the third blank is the secondary concept. Figure 2 shows some examples of these annotations. We collect 5 metaphor annotations for each image. As interpretations of metaphorical images can be highly subjective, there can exist more than one interpretation for each image, which makes it difficult to automatically remove noisy annotations. Therefore we conduct an additional human study where we show each of the annotation to five annotators and ask them to verify the correctness along three dimensions: (a) Is the grammar correct?; (b) Are primary and secondary concepts correct?; and (c) Is the relationship correct? We remove annotations with a low number of votes out of 5 along each of the three dimensions, resulting in a total of over 26k clean annotations. We evaluate state-of-the-art models in understanding the metaphorical abstraction of concepts. We find performance in performance as we increase $K$ to $\{100, 500, 1000\}$. We further fine-tune CLIP models using $70\%$ of metaphor annotations as the train set and see gains by up to $+7$ absolute points in $p@1$. In summary, the performance of models is impressive with less than $50$ negative candidates whereas the performance drops greatly by increasing $K$.

We hypothesize that models might simply be looking at salient objects rather than comprehending the underlying semantics of metaphor in finding the correct candidate. To test this, we mine hard negative (HN) statements and use them as our candidate set. Specifically, we construct the following five types of HNs: (a) Neg Prim: candidates obtained by replacing the primary concept in the metaphor statement with the primary concept from another image; (b) Neg Sec: replacing secondary concept likewise; (c) Neg Prim+Rel: replacing primary and relationship; (d) Neg Sec+Rel: replacing secondary and relationship; (e) Swap Prim&Neg: swapping primary and secondary from the same image. Table 2 shows the results. We see a significant drop of up to $30\%$ by using HNs as negative statements for $K = 50$, indicating the difficulty in comprehending and distinguishing metaphorical abstraction of concepts. We find performance of Neg Prim is significantly higher than Neg Sec, suggesting that the models tend to rely more on primary object than secondary object in identifying correct interpretation. Overall, there is ample room for improvement indicated by the steep drop in model performance with HNs.

Table 1. Accuracy of Metaphor Classification (binary classification accuracy) using state-of-the-art classification architectures of EfficientNet [46] and ViT [13].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Symbolic Neg.</th>
<th>Literal Neg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#Params</td>
<td>Val Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>63.10 51.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNet-B0</td>
<td>5.3M</td>
<td>60.76 49.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfficientNet-B7</td>
<td>66M</td>
<td>61.44 48.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT-B/16</td>
<td>86M</td>
<td>69.31 66.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViT-L/16</td>
<td>307M</td>
<td>65.83 60.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<concept is the metaphorical message in the syntactic structure tioning task, where the input is an image and the target is the answer. We use fixed templates to generate 2 VQA questions whose answer is the primary concept, 2 for secondary concept, and 2 for relationship. Again, we fine-tune and evaluate the state-of-the-art literal VQA model PaLI-17B [10], using the same set of metrics as in image captioning. Table 3 (right) summarizes the results and Figure 4 provides sample qualitative results. Overall, we find that PaLI performs poorly, only achieving the average accuracy score of 19.9%, while the state-of-the-art literal VQA on the popular VQAv2 [18] benchmark is 77.6% on “other” questions. Additionally, the model struggles the most with answering questions that ask for the secondary concept.

3.3. Metaphor Localization

Here, the task is to localize the image regions that invoke either the primary or secondary concept in the viewer. This is similar to the phrase grounding task of localizing objects using free-form natural language phrases [23, 31, 55], but with some key differences due to the peculiarities of visual metaphors in comparison to literal images used in standard vision datasets.

Annotations. As discussed earlier, there are diverse types of metaphors based on how the primary and secondary concepts are visually depicted in an image (see Fig. 2). There are at least two key differences in metaphor localization

Table 2. Performance of retrieval models on K random (column 2) and hard negative candidates (columns 3-7) (K = 50 for columns 2-6, K = 2 for last column).

Table 3. Metaphorical image captioning (left) and visual question answering (right) performance of PaLI [10]. We report different metrics (higher the better) using both the exact match accuracy (Acc) and standard text generation metrics. For image captioning, we evaluate the whole predicted caption as well as the breakdown for each question type.
The shoe is as light as feathers. Ketchup is as hot as a volcano. Getting two ice creams is as exciting as getting two movie tickets for one. This car is as out of this world as three dimensional.

Figure 5. Sample Localization annotations showing annotated bounding boxes around primary and secondary concepts. Notice the diversity of types in bounding boxes: explicit, contextual, logo and texts. This makes metaphor localization more challenging compared to standard object detection.

Parking assist is as safe as parking far from objects. This chocolate is as fun as going to a concert.

Figure 6. Sample Localizations with the phrase-grounding model from [27], where the secondary concepts are contextual. GT boxes are shown in green, whereas the predictions are shown in blue.

The shoe is as light as feathers. Ketchup is as hot as a volcano. Getting two ice creams is as exciting as getting two movie tickets for one. This car is as out of this world as three dimensional.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mAP\textsubscript{50}</th>
<th>mAP\textsubscript{70}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary concept</td>
<td>33.22</td>
<td>14.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary concept</td>
<td>43.54</td>
<td>31.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Localization results with CLIP based phrase localization model [27] on our test split.

Detection. Recent detection and localization models [27, 58] pre-trained on image and caption pairs are shown to achieve remarkable localization performance on discriminating fine-grained objects and unseen concepts. Specifically, we evaluate [27] which leverages the effective image representations in CLIP by extracting spatial features from it. Using these spatial features, for each pixel location, the model computes the inner product between the spatial feature and the phrase embedding extracted from CLIP to predict the bounding box. In our case, we pass the primary or secondary concept as input phrase to [27] the estimate the corresponding bounding box. Table 4 summarizes the detection results (using Mean Average Precision) on our test split. We find relatively better performance in localizing secondary objects compared to primary objects. We show few qualitative results in Figure 6. It is worth noting that our collected annotations allow for more comprehensive analysis on localization tasks due to the availability of different types of bounding boxes (explicit, contextual, logos and texts).

3.4. Metaphor Generation

Recent large-scale text-to-image (T2I) generative models show remarkable success in generating highly realistic images from text prompts. Can these models also work well in metaphorical image generation? We evaluate two state-of-the-art generative models (Imagen [42], Stable diffusion [41] (SD)) using 300 samples from MetaCLUE test set where we use the text prompts: “An advertisement where primary-concept is as relationship as secondary concept.” In addition, we finetune the stable diffusion model on our train split (same split as in Sec. 3.2).

Results. Fig. 7 shows sample visual results from different T2I models, with the metaphor annotation shown on the
top. The generated images capture different aspects of the metaphor (tablet, waterproof), but not the entire metaphorical message. We compute standard metrics to automatically evaluate the quality of the generations. Tab. 5 shows the standard FID [19] and CLIP-Similarity [39] scores of different models. FID score evaluates the image distribution similarity between the generation images with the corresponding real image distribution. FID scores in Tab. 5 shows that Imagen performs slightly better than SD. And, there is a slight improvement in FID with finetuning (SD-FT vs. SD). In general, high FID scores in Tab. 5 indicate the large distribution gap between the generated and real images. CLIP similarity score, on the other hand, measures the prompt fidelity - similarity between the generated image and the corresponding input text prompt according to the CLIP model [39]. CLIP similarity scores in Tab. 5 follow the similar trend as FID scores: Imagen performs better than SD in terms of the prompt fidelity, and finetuning SD model improved its prompt fidelity.

Given that both FID and CLIP scores are not tailored towards metaphorical images, these metrics are not reliable in assessing whether the generated images capture the essence of visual metaphors. To analyze this, we perform human studies comparing two different models at a time. Specifically, we show a metaphorical message and the corresponding generations from two models and ask the users to pick an image that best conveys that metaphorical message. We obtain 7 user ratings for each image pair and consider 3-out-of-7 or 4-out-of-7 to be ties. Fig. 8 shows the percentage of user preferences across different pairs of results. User studies also indicate that Imagen performed better than SD. An interesting finding is that finetuning SD resulted in slightly worse user preference compared to base SD model (SD-FT vs. SD). This is in contrast to standard FID and CLIP metrics that improved with finetuning. We hypothesize that finetuning SD resulted in more realistic Ad images, but the resulting model may have forgotten some of the metaphorical priors. This calls for more effective finetuning strategies with the limited training datasets, which forms an important future work. In addition, both Imagen and SD performed quite poorly compared to real images in conveying metaphorical messages. Real images are preferred around 88% of time over Imagen results. This illustrates the big scope of improvements in generating visual metaphors.

### Table 5. Analysis of Image Generation results with standard metrics of FID [42] and CLIP similarity [39] scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>FID ↓</th>
<th>CLIP Similarity ↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imagen [42]</td>
<td>153.1</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable Diffusion [41]</td>
<td>161.6</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable Diffusion - FT</td>
<td>154.3</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 7. Sample Image Generations for a given metaphorical message (shown on top) with Imagen [42], Stable Diffusion [41] and fine-tuned (FT) version of Stable Diffusion.](image)

![Figure 8. User Study on Image Generation Results. Percentage of results users preferred across real, Imagen [42], Stable Diffusion (SD) [41] and its fine-tuned version (SD-FT) results. Users are asked to choose the image that better depicts a given metaphor.](image)

### 4. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a step towards comprehensive evaluation of progress on visual metaphor research. Specifically, we propose a collection of tasks related to comprehending and generating visual metaphors using AI techniques. Our MetaCLUE tasks include Classification, Understanding (Retrieval, Captioning, VQA), Localization and Generation. For comprehensive evaluations, we collected high quality and rich annotations that facilitate the measurable progress. Existing methods demonstrate poor results in many cases with our experimental analysis shedding light on strengths and drawbacks of different approaches paving a path for future research in this fascinating field.
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